
Version 8.0

What’s new?
Version 8 is the 2015 major release of VLXE Blend. The focus of this re-
lease is user experience where the user interface inside Excel is further 
simplified.
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Introduction
Version 8 is the 2015 major release of VLXE Blend. The 
focus of this release is user experience where the user 
interface inside Excel is further simplified. Arguments 
to Excel functions that are often the same in many cal-
culations either can now be store in a central location 
or omitted from the calculation. 

The oil and gas module have been removed due to VLXE now fo-
cusing entirely on the polymer and chemical industry. Researchers 
in the oil and gas industry can still take advantage of VLXE Blend. 
However, they no longer have direct access to common calculations 
like GOR and other calculations only used within the oil and gas 
industry. 

More properties can now be obtained from VLXE Blend including in-
ternal energy and Helmholtz energy. The user can also obtain both 
residual and ideal property values. A new function “PropertyOfMix-
ing” has been added that lets the user calculate a complete range of 
mixing properties.

The speed have been improved on average with about 10% and for 
phase envelope with an average of 20%.
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Excess enthalpy function removed

The function: “ExcessEnthalpy” has been removed and replaced 
by the general function: 
“PropertyOfMixing”. 

The new function let the user calculate a complete range of mix-
ing properties including Excess Enthalpy.

Chemical potential now complete

The chemical potential is now complete and include the full ideal 
gas term. This means that the user can sum the product of mole-
numbers times the chemialpotential and obtain the Gibbs Energy. 
Units of chemical potential is now “J/mole”.

Oil and gas removed

This module has been in VLXE Blend for some years but has not 
been used much. It include only calculations unique to the oil and 
gas industry and is therefore removed.

Breaking changes
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Units are now stored in the project 
sheet in cell: “C3”. This allows the user 
to store units used in a central location 
+ avoid using the “Units” argument to 
all function calls.

Project sheet

Version 15 of the project is new. It now has a new 
color scheme that is more in line with the two 
other colors used in VLXE Blend.

Removed items
It has been updated so unused parameters are 
removed and one new introduced. The removed 
parameters are: “Association Kappa” and “Asso-
ciation Epsilon” These two matrix’s allowed the 
user to overwrite the internal calculation of the 
same matrix. It found very little use and has been 
removed. The use of the two matrix’s were con-
trolled with the “Association Matrix” input that 
has also been removed. 

Added items
New parameter is: “Standard State Gibbs Energy”. 
It is taken from DIPPR and is used to calculate the 
complete entropy including the entropy of forma-
tion. 

Units are now stored in the project sheet in cell: 
“C3”. This allows the user to store units used in a 
central location and avoid using the “Units” argu-
ment to all function calls.

Improvements
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New mixture
PC-SAFT is now default for all new mixtures. Other equations of state still there but are hidden behind an “Advanced” setting.

Wizards



Arguments

Units
“Units” argument is now optional. Starting with project sheet 15 units are included in the project sheet. The user can therefore omit the 
“Units” argument. If needed it can still be used.

Components
The “Components” arguments is now optional. Default value is taken to be “All”.

Output
New output format: “Detailed”. In the previous versions of VLXE Blend the user could chose a fixed output format: “Fixed 2D”. 
It would always include the feed and system phase. Often this information is not wanted and when using the new fixed format output: “De-
tailed” it is not included. This makes the output smaller. Bubble and dew point calculations no longer include the “System” and “feed” phase. 
It was always the same as the starting phase and can therefore be removed.
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Functions
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Changes

More properties can now be obtained: 
Internal energy and Helmholtz energy. 
A full range of residual end ideal properties 
can also now be obtained

A new button: “Advanced” has been added. 
It allows the user to show/hide new extra re-
sidual and ideal gas properties as seen here.

Properties
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Changes

VLXE Blend now gives the user access to 
more properties. This includes Gibbs Enerby, 
Helmholtz Energy and Internal Energy. 
In addition the chemcial potential has been 
changes to they match the property values. 
This means that the full ideal gas term is 
included and that the sum of molenumbers 
times the chemical potential at fixed tem-
perature and pressure will give the Gibbs 
Energy.

New Properties
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Changes

All VLXE Blend PVT calculation functions has 
a argument that lets the give a distribution. 
This is used for example when linking flash 
calculations. The output from the “Distribu-
tion” calculation did not follow the format 
used by this argument. This has now been 
changes. This was done by reversing the two 
first output columns. 

Distribution
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Changes

The putput format used for a critical point 
calculation was not optimal. It would give 
information for a range of phases even that 
they are equal at the critical point. Plus it did 
not take into account the precens of several 
critical point at given conditions.
The new format gives one phase information 
for each critical point found as seen on the 
right side.

Critical Point
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“With references like Chevron, ConocoPhillips, 
Dow Chemicals, ExxonMobil, Merck, Nova Chemicals, 
Sasol, Statoil and world leading universities VLXE has 
become a preferred supplier for the industri.”

Dr. Torben Laursen, CEO & Founder

VLXE ApS
Nordre Frihavnsgade 13A, 2, tv
2100 Copenhagen Ø
Denmark

If you are interested and would like more 
information, please contact us on:

Cell phone  +45 31 41 01 19
e-mail   tl@vlxe.com
Homepage  www.vlxe.com
Skype:    vlxe.Inc

Solutions worldwide...
...for Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Dow Chemicals, Exxon-
Mobil, Merck, Nova Chemicals, Sasol, Statoil and others.


